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Abstract: The ethnographic research reported here reveals patterns of authority and learning on an experimental construction site that are significant for the promotion of a safety culture. This research seeks to display the methods of understanding used by site personnel to constitute the construction site as a local work site. Findings confirm insights from previous studies and reveal, in addition: the trial and error nature of much site learning; alternative bodies of knowledge underpinning competing authority structures; the authority of elite manual workers; the complexity of informal authority; the ambiguity and limitations of formal authority. The experiential knowledge which is valued by site personnel forms a basis for the recognition of authority on site which can conflict with that of construction professionals. These forms of authority and experiential knowledge can inhibit the dissemination of good safety practice: initiatives will meet significant resistance if they contradict the experiential knowledge of site operatives; initiatives that do not make use of this experiential knowledge may fail to fully address hazards; methods of learning on site, particularly in the development of innovative practice are inherently hazardous.
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1. Introduction

The incidence rate for death and serious injury on UK construction sites remains significantly higher than that for UK industry as a whole and previous research has highlighted a need for the promotion of organisational learning in the field of health and safety (Whittington, Livingston & Lucas 1992). Ethnographic research from construction sites in the UK and elsewhere has identified some important findings that bear on the possibility of achieving this goal, including: the existence of formally unrecognised skills in the concreting industry (Seymour & Hill 1995); the importance of a community of practice in the dissemination of knowledge (Gherardi & Nicolini 2002); the existence of competing bodies of knowledge on construction sites (Rooke & Seymour 2002); the existence of competing authority structures (Appelbaum 1982); the central importance of the craft based site manager in site administration (Seymour & Hill 1995).

The ethnographic research reported here offers further insights into patterns of authority and learning on site. It was conducted according to the unique adequacy (henceforth UA) requirement of methods, in that it seeks to display a competence in the methods of understanding used by site personnel to constitute the construction site as a local work site (Garfinkel & Wieder 1992, Garfinkel 2002). Participant observation, a method of ethnographic enquiry which involves the researcher taking an active part in the setting under study, was used in order to research the erection of a seven story concrete frame. Knowledge of the setting
was thus acquired through instruction from other members of that setting and through direct experience. Findings confirm the insights from previous studies listed above, while contributing new insights pertaining to knowledge and learning processes on site and the way these underpin prevailing authority relations.

2. Safety, ethnography and learning in the UK construction industry

Statistical data show the UK construction industry to suffer from a disproportionate incidence of deaths and serious injuries as compared to UK industry as a whole. In 2002, the rate of fatal and major injuries was 244 per 100,000, with a fatality rate of 4.2 per 100,000, as compared with 0.88 for UK industry as a whole (Myers 2003). Despite recent improvements, the Health and Safety Executive reports that “convincing evidence” of “an inexorable downward trend” (ibid. p2) is still lacking and that the industry “remains one of the most dangerous in Britain” (ibid. p5).

The reasons for this have been well rehearsed. Harvey & Ashworth observe that the industry is “labour intensive and heavily craft based” (1997, p246). It is highly vulnerable to economic cycles and has been subject to successive job losses and cuts in training expenditure. For instance, in the early 1980’s expenditure in training was cut by 30% and in the early 1990s a further £706m
was cut from training budgets. Harvey & Ashworth (1997) assert that major contractors rarely train. During this period the structure of the industry also changed. An increasing emphasis on sub-contracting has led, on the one hand, to an increased number of small firms and, on the other, a high rate of self employment. Harvey & Ashworth put the figure for self employment as high as 40% in the early 1990’s, while Clarke & Wall (1998) put it at 60% by the latter half of the decade, though as Morton (2002) notes, establishing whether or not a worker is truly self employed is not a straightforward matter. Self employment has been growing since at least the 1960’s. Union membership is low: 30% in the early 1980’s, falling to 20% by the end of the decade (ibid).

It is against this background that Whittington, Livingston and Lucas (1992) called for the development of organizational learning in matters of construction site safety. Clearly, the trends discussed above are likely to have a disruptive effect on the learning ability of construction organisations and a consequent negative impact on efforts to improve safety performance. In addition, as will be argued below, because of the way in which learning takes place on site, it is difficult to achieve this end through the means of conventional record keeping. Knowledge is held by individuals and may be passed from individual to individual, but is unlikely to be adequately recorded. On the other hand, as Clarke & Wall (1998) point out, despite increasing casualisation and chronic skills shortages, there exists a reservoir of unrecognised skills often in the possession of so called ‘labourers’. They single out concreting as a particularly problematic area with regards to defining skills. In this paper we will argue, drawing on participant observation
research, that the existence of this hidden skill base and the authority relations it engenders, have important consequences for the development of safety practice.

Ethnographies of the construction industry are sparse. However, there exists a handful of excellent studies that go a long way towards providing a comprehensive description. An early US study by Appelbaum (1982) highlights a disjuncture between the traditional mode of construction management and the, then newly introduced, bureaucratic mode. He finds that the former, administered through face to face contact between site personnel and based on the competence of skilled craftsmen actually controls site activity; while the latter, paper oriented and shy of making production decisions, has little or no influence. He observes that:

“we have virtually two separate organizations: one for the management function and one for getting the work done. The two organizations do not coordinate their work, and they are characterized by different goals and viewpoints.” p229

Thirteen years later, Seymour and Hill (1995) explore the traditional side of this dichotomy in the context of a similar situation in the UK industry. They find that the site foreman, with a craft based competence is central to the site administration. Foremen build their own teams of operatives, which tend to stay together from job to job. Thus, they consciously create and maintain around themselves an informal organization in which knowledge and skill are not simply
the possession of individuals, but a resource for the whole team.

More recently, drawing on several years of research on various projects, Rooke & Seymour (2002) have posited the existence of two competing bodies of knowledge on construction sites, based respectively in experiential and classroom taught modes of learning. Differential judgements arising from these alternate knowledge bases can provide for actions on site which are at once controversial, yet fully justified in the eyes of those who take them. Thus, for example, the removal of a quantity of reinforcement from a slab on the grounds that it was excessive was seen by the contractor as corrective measure to the consultant's over-design, whereas engineers later commenting on this action characterised it as irresponsible and dishonest.

Further insight into the nature of the shared knowledge of the site is provided by Gherardi & Nicolini (2002) who report on an Italian site and focus specifically on safety issues, characterising the knowledge base as a 'community of practice'. Their findings emphasise the interdependence of knowledge and practice and the social nature of knowledge and the learning process. “Safety,” they observe, “consists of a mental habit applied in everyday action, and it is an aspect of practice that is not taught explicitly, but which must be practised” (p216). New members to a culture of practice become knowledgeable in the course of a social process which involves seeing how others in the community behave, asking appropriate questions and attempting to perform appropriately. This is “an active, reciprocal endeavour” (p216), the resulting knowledge taking the form of “a
capacity to perform competently in a specific socio-cultural activity” (p217). Thus, organization, knowledge and identity are inseparable, constituting a “sense of what is safe [...] novices need to learn how to feel [...] experience and interact with their new physical and social environment” (p217).

Gherardi & Nicolini draw on contemporary learning theory for their notion of a community of practice. Developed in the work of Lave and Wenger (1991) which itself draws on ethnographic studies for its inspiration, the concept draws attention to the situated and social nature of knowledge and learning. Blackler (1995) synthesises Lave's (1993) rejection of the conception of knowledge as objective, eternal and universal with Engeström's (1987) suggestion that 'social activity system' constitutes a more appropriate unit of analysis than either 'individual' or 'organization'. To these he emphasises a third consideration, already present in Lave & Wenger's earlier study, that knowledge can be contested in the context of unequal power relationships. Despite this early emphasis, Contu and Willmott (2003) express concern that the significance of power relations continues to be overlooked in situated learning studies, a concern that is possibly also implicit in Engeström's (2004) suggestion that a greater focus on structural issues might now be appropriate. For the former, this deficiency is to be remedied by a focus on historical antecedents. In a detailed review of Lave and Wenger, as well as Orr (1990, 1996) they show how contested relations are systematically written out of the literature.
3. Methodological considerations

A consistent picture emerges from the ethnographic studies reviewed above. Many of the insights recorded are both confirmed and extended by our own findings reported below. Yet ethnographic findings have had little currency among construction management academics and practitioners. There has been little attempt to explain this situation, but in response to a similar condition of research in human geography, Herbert (2000) has suggested that there are three generic objections to ethnographic research, respectively: unease with the emphasis on subjective interpretation in the assembly of data; doubts as to the generalizability of ethnographic findings; concern over the representational practices involved in ethnographic reporting.

(i) The necessity of interpretation and the unique adequacy requirement of methods

Thus, one strand of criticism of ethnography focuses on the supposedly unusual prominence of interpretive methods in ethnography, though as Herbert points out “interpretive practices are central to all science” (ibid. p558). Ethnographic studies of science have amply demonstrated the interpretive practices that take place in scientific laboratories. Garfinkel, Lynch and Livingston (1981) for example, produce transcript of audio tapes recording the discovery in real time of
an optical pulsar. It is clear from this record that the discovery involves a collective process of interpretation in which the scientists present must decide whether or not the visual readings they take from their instruments truly represent a real optical pulsar (as opposed to, say, noise, or instrument malfunction).

Notwithstanding these and similar observations, Herbert points out the importance for any science of demonstrating that a particular set of interpretations are better than others. Rooke, Seymour & Fellows (2004) suggest the unique adequacy requirement of methods (Garfinkel & Wieder 1992, Garfinkel 2002) as a means of achieving this for ethnographic studies. The report of findings given below is designed to meet the criteria embodied in this requirement.

As Rooke et al state:

“These criteria are founded on the principle that the activities and procedures of persons in a setting can best be accounted for in terms of the understandings that those persons have of that setting. Thus, the task of the ethnographer is to render a clear description of those understandings, rather than offer an explanatory theory.” (ibid. p656)

The research setting is, in fact, constituted from the activities and procedures of members of the setting, including those of the researcher (Garfinkel 1984). For that reason, the terms 'activity' and 'setting' may be treated as interchangeable in what follows. There are two forms of the unique adequacy requirement, a weak
one and a strong one. The weak requirement demands that the researcher acquires a working competence in the activities and procedures described, thus coming to a shared understanding with others engaged in those activities.

Thus, to analyse site activities adequately, we must know what any member engaged in those activities would ordinarily know. (NB. This does not mean that the researcher must know what every member of the setting knows, nor everything that any member knows. The test is competence in performing the activity described.) The weak requirement is proposed as a criterion for adequate ethnography (Garfinkel & Wieder 1992). Thus, the ethnographer can produce an adequate account only to the extent that s/he appreciates the understanding of the setting which any other member of that setting would have. The question of whether that understanding has been achieved is a matter for the judgement of any other competent practitioner.

The strong form of the requirement demands that the methods of analysis used to describe an activity should be derived directly from that activity. This criterion rests on the assumption that the methods of analysis that practitioners use are sufficient to the purpose of producing a description of their practice and the decision that the introduction of additional analytic methods must involve some distortion of the description produced. If we accept that members understand their own activities and that these activities are constitutive of the settings in which they are carried out, then additional analysis is unnecessary for the production of an adequate description. (NB. The strong requirement thus
excludes from the resulting ethnographic account any judgements as to the effectiveness or efficiency of participants practices that do not originate from the practitioners themselves.)

(ii) The production of general observations

As Herbert points out, “ethnographers typically focus on a single or very small number of cases” (ibid. p560) and suggests four ways in which the problem of generalizing from such a sample may be overcome. Thus, a setting may be chosen that can “plausibly stand in for other cases” (ibid.). Two cases may be compared in order to isolate motivations which account for similarities and differences between them. Third, ethnography may be used to explore the reasons for puzzling quantitative findings. Finally, ethnographic studies may be used as a means of testing theoretical predictions.

A combination of the first two strategies are adopted here: the observations below are regarded as likely to be typical of other sites; this typicality is tested by comparison with the previous studies discussed above. It is confirmed by the findings, which reveal considerable agreement with those of earlier studies.

As any construction manager will affirm, every project is different. The project from which this report emerges was more different than most. This has set
particular limits on the general conclusions that may be drawn. Nevertheless, the
closeness of observation permitted in this case may have enabled other
conclusions which would not otherwise have been possible. The report covers 14
weeks participant observation on an experimental construction site, the European
In-Situ Concrete Building Project at BRE’s Cardington laboratory, involving the
errection of a seven story concrete frame.

The concrete frame was built on top of a previously prepared concrete slab within
the BRE laboratory, a large hanger originally designed to house air-ships. Thus
the site was protected from most of the effects of inclement weather and was
singularly free of mud. The experimental setting provided the site organisation
with unusual problems and made necessary unusual ways of working: work was
subject to the demands of various research tasks, operatives having to work
around various measuring instruments and co-ordinate their activities with those
of researchers. In addition, the slab falsework system was changed every two
floors, in order to allow study of different systems. These technical
considerations will have affected the levels of risk and consequent incidence of
accidental occurrence on site, but will not have had significant direct
consequences for the patterns of authority or processes of learning discussed here.

The character of the project as a simulation involved a pretence on the part of
those involved that the building under construction was situated on a busy high
street. Such a ‘double setting’ (Francis 1989) can complicate the understanding
of motivation, it is important to note therefore, that the observations reported
below are restricted to describing reactions to real and not simulated problems.

More significantly, the contractual context was very different to that under which the contractor usually works: the project was 'non-commercial', there was no formal contract and no main contractor standing between the sub-contractor and the client. It is possible that these conditions had an ameliorating effect on the power struggles and tensions normally found in the industry. It is certainly the case that the project was not among the more confrontational that occur. Nonetheless, as the report below shows, there was ample evidence of contested authority.

There was also an unusually low degree of specialization on the project, due to the client’s requirement that as far as possible operatives should remain on the job throughout the whole project. Thus, the contractor had selected operatives who were multi-skilled and flexible, to avoid the need for bringing specialists onto the site for short periods of time. This too may have had beneficial effects on the quality of relations on site, reducing organisational complexity and the consequent risk of conflict.

(iii) Representation and reflexivity

In contrast to the two previously considered issues the concern with
representational practices comes, as Herbert notes, from ethnographers themselves. Subsequent to the publication of Clifford & Marcus' (1986) influential study, a concern with reflexivity on the part of researchers has become a widely valued quality. However, as Slack (2000) indicates, UA entails a rejection of this form of stipulative reflexivity. The insistence on reflexivity as a necessary professional practice in research violates the UA requirement by directing attention towards the practices of the researcher and away from the practices of the research subject.

(iv) Can unique adequacy constitute a critical perspective?

In a similar manner, UA requires that in doing research, the researcher does not set out with critical intention. However, this does not mean that the research report cannot be critical in its effect. This is because uniquely adequate research explicates the analytic perspectives of the subjects of the research and these can sometimes stand in critical relation to more widely accepted analyses originating from more powerful sources. Such is the case with the report of site management given below. Furthermore, we suggest that this site eye view provides a useful corrective to these dominant accounts. For, while uniquely adequate studies make no overall judgement as to the moral validity of competing versions, they do rest on the assumption that everyone is, as it were, an expert in their own life. Thus, accounts of construction site governance originating from the site itself are almost
certain to bear a closer relation to the reality on the ground than those originating from elsewhere.

In this way the UA requirement represents a radically different approach to that usually adopted in critical studies. The latter normally relies upon a developed theory in order to sanction a grounded critical perspective; the former explicitly excludes the researcher from introducing a theoretical analysis, opting instead to ground the analysis empirically, in direct experience of the setting under study. Consequently, studies of organization which meet the UA requirement do not contribute to the development of theoretical generalisations. Instead they focus on organizational realities as they are experienced by the organization's members.

4. Site knowledge and learning

Findings reported in this section demonstrate how new knowledge was acquired on site through the method of trial and error. This is equally true of experienced operatives developing new methods of working and neophytes acquiring basic skills. With regard to the latter, it is shown in sub-section (i) how the learning of inexperienced operatives was supported by context specific instruction from more experienced members of the site community. In sub-section (ii) the risk inherent in developing new practices through this type of learning is highlighted.
In addition to the crane driver, there are two functions pertinent to the transportation of plant and materials around the site by use of the crane: banksman and slinger. The role of the slinger is to bundle and tie the items to be moved and attach them to the crane hooks. The banksman is charged with communicating with the crane driver, acting as his eyes on the ground. Within the first few days of arriving on site, the researcher was told that all banksmen and slingers were certified, that ‘everybody is trained for everything’. After he had been on the project for some weeks, however, he was permitted by site personnel to perform the function of slinger. It will be argued here that this was not a consequence of laxness about safety on the part of personnel. Rather, it was a routine feature of a site culture which placed a high value on safety, but relied on informal, rather than formal controls.

How then do operatives learn? Discussion with operatives revealed that, notwithstanding efforts to provide formal training, they had received their real training on the job: they learn by watching more experienced operatives; they learn by trying things out; or they learn by direct instruction. The experience of the researcher himself illustrates the use of these three modes in a logical sequence. In acquiring the ability to sling loads he first observed the activity, then attempted to help, by attaching one of the crane hooks. He was told, “no, do
it this way” (with the open end of the hook facing outwards). On occasions where operatives were seen to be learning from direct instruction, it was tied to their activities in this way. Thus, for instance, two younger operatives who had begun to strike the formwork at the edge of a slab were told by a more experienced operative to wear safety harnesses.

More common was to observe operatives learning by trying things out. This type of learning took place at all levels of experience. Thus, on one hand, two operatives were seen to spend a morning attempting to dismantle some of the slab formwork from above, without going beyond the handrailing at the edge of the slab. Their ineffectual efforts contrasted sharply with those of a more experienced operative, who used a safety harness and went beyond the edge of the slab onto the falsework itself. On the other hand, more experienced operatives were involved in developing new working methods by trial and error.

(ii) Developing new working methods: using a skip to pour concrete

As the most common method of learning was by trial and error, there was always an increased risk of injury at the bottom of the learning curve, whether it involved inexperienced young operatives, or skilled old hands learning new methods. Operatives were used to pouring slab concrete using a pump. However, for the Cardington experiment, it was required of them that they pour one slab using a
When the skip was first used, it was done in a confused rush, with half a dozen people getting in each other’s way. It is in these times of chaos when an accident sometimes seems likely to happen. The first time the concrete for a slab was poured with a skip, for instance, there was much confusion. Operatives were getting in each other’s way and there seemed to be a danger of someone being caught by the skip, or tripping on the reinforcement and falling. There was a particular risk of tripping where the top reinforcement was sparse. For most of the area of the slab, operatives were able to walk across the rebars without paying particular attention to it. However, where reinforcement is sparse, a foot put down carelessly might easily be placed between the bars, rather than across them.

Normally, as the concrete is poured, it is mechanically vibrated (using a device known on site as a poker). The poker operator quickly learned not to vibrate the concrete as it was being poured, but wait until the skip and the operatives working around it had moved away. Operatives also learned how to exercise better control over the rate that the concrete was poured out of a skip. This meant that it could be spread more evenly and at a rate that was manageable for those who were spreading it with shovels. Achieving a steady flow of concrete and consequently a more even spread, resulted in a more efficient distribution of the concrete, as well as a more controlled and safer operation. Although the total pouring time came down from about 80 seconds per skip to under 30 seconds, the operation on these later pours looked a lot less hurried.
5. Site organisation, status and authority

In this section we describe a pattern of hierarchy and informal authority which was posited on membership of skill groups, experience on site and demonstrated ability. In particular, we highlight the role of the elite ‘tricky men’ and its implications for both site management and their own safety practice. However, the interplay of craft membership on the one hand and practical ability on the other, together with the sometimes competing demands of family loyalty, constituted an organisational structure of the site which was complex and sometimes ambiguous.

The core of the contractor’s labour force, the formwork carpenters, or ‘chippies’, can also be regarded as the core of a work culture which values practical and experiential knowledge and devalues academic and professional knowledge. There is a tendency for the chippies to consider themselves to have a higher status than the other operatives on site, as they ‘have a trade’. They were at the ‘front line’ in the erection of the structure, the most exposed to risk; the general foreman was himself a chippy. There can be said to be two types of chippy. Those that the Project manager referred to as ‘tricky men’, capable of performing the more difficult jobs which needed doing from time to time; and those who are predictable, reliable and of average competence.
Overall responsibility for the site rested with the contractor’s site agent, or project manager. However much of the day to day management, including ongoing labour allocation and development of detailed working methods, was carried out by the general foreman and his tricky men. For instance, when I asked the project manager whether he had worked out a novel piece of falsework, he referred me to one of the tricky men. As he observed, on another occasion,

“You can’t tell men like [the tricky men] what to do. Sometimes, they’ll come up to me and say, ‘we could do it like this’ and I’ll say, ‘Yeh’.”

The tricky men themselves expressed resentment on a number of occasions, of others, senior in the contractor’s organization, but not directly charged with managing their activities, who attempted to tell them what to do.

The control that the tricky men exercised over their own work had important implications for the safe execution of that work. As is usual in the industry, site employees worked long hours. The informal nature of arrangements on site made it possible for operatives to control the risks associated with fatigue. Thus, for instance, the tricky men were observed striking formwork at the edge of the building. This involved working for an extended period of time in an exposed position. The tricky men worked very quickly for a period of about three hours. As the project manager commented: “they wouldn’t be able to keep up that pace all day; this afternoon they’ll do some more mundane work”.
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While the tricky men had no formal authority on site, they commanded respect for their ability and were often consulted for advice by other operatives. In addition, they were able to exert considerable pressure on those whom they considered to be acting in an unacceptable manner. This took the form of a cutting humour, which had considerable impact on those who became its target. One operative’s decision to leave the site appeared to have been influenced by constant comments to the effect that he was not ‘pulling his weight’.

A second distinct group of operatives were the steelfixers. Employed by a separate company which sub-contracted to the frame contractor, the steelfixers had an ambiguous status vis-a-vis the chippies. Although, in the view of the chippies, steelfixing “is not considered a trade,” as the foreman put it, this was disputed by the steelfixers themselves. In characterizing steelfixers, it was normal for others to stress the physical strength of these operatives, derived from lifting and placing steel reinforcement bars (known as rebars) and tying them together with wire. However, a steelfixer must also be able to read complex engineering drawings and to work in a systematic manner to place the bars correctly. This approach carried over into other activities the steelfixers undertook. Thus, when they dismantled the falsework, they did this in a more systematic manner than other workers. Steelfixers are also more averse to safety risks than the chippies; their usual work brings them into less exposure to risk.

In addition to these two major groups, there were two other individuals who practised a specialisation during the course of the project. One member of this
group specialised in vibrating the concrete. This involved using a motorised
device known as a ‘poker’ which was inserted into the concrete in order to
compact the concrete as it was poured. He was also given responsibility for
maintaining guardrails, a job that would be given to an experienced scaffoldler on
a larger site. The researcher was told that on a large commercial site, erecting
and striking falsework would involve further specialisations, which were not
visible at Cardington.

The crane driver worked for a separate sub-contractor, who would normally have
a contract with the frame contractor. At Cardington, this company was
contracted directly to the employer. The crane driver is a man apart from the rest
of the site. Isolated in his cab, he must be constantly aware of activities on the
ground and able to co-operate closely with other operatives, at the same time as
being cut off from most of the lively social life of the site.

In addition to these occupational relations, matters were complicated further by
family ties. Among the twenty or so personnel who were on site at one time or
another, there were two father/son relationships, one father-in-law/son-in-law and
one sibling relationship. Members of the same family tended to be confined to
the same occupational grouping, but these relationships could nevertheless cut
across expected lines of authority.
6. Knowledge, authority and conflict

In this section, we examine a further reason for the complexity and ambiguity of authority relations on site, the interweaving of formal and informal patterns of status and authority. An example is given of how the experiential knowledge base underpinning site authority came into direct competition with professional engineering knowledge. The ensuing conflict significantly delayed the implementation of a safety measure that was felt to be necessary by the planning supervisor, but disputed by the tricky men.

The examples given in section 4 illustrate the highly informal nature of the process by which operatives acquire their skills. Indeed, for the tricky men, this informality was a point of pride. Their attitude to formal training was dismissive: “They come down to site and look for someone who isn’t doing anything. Then they take him away and give him some training. We’re always too busy.” This attitude contrast sharply with that usually found among engineers whose expertise is based on possession of a body of classroom taught knowledge.

Furthermore, creativity in overcoming the contingencies of work on site is both satisfying to operatives and necessary to the smooth progress of construction, but could lead to conflict with engineers. For instance, the construction and use of a makeshift loading platform, built by operatives with no recourse to a formal design, provoked questions, initially from the planning supervisor and then from other engineers connected with the project as to the stability of the design. Under
pressure from the site meeting, the platform was first given extra support. Later, a second smaller platform was designed by one of the contractor’s engineers. However, operatives were reluctant to implement these measures and continued to maintain that the original platform was perfectly safe.

In the context of the complex relations prevailing on site, it was difficult for non-site personnel to impose their authority. This was a particular problem for the planning supervisor, who attempted on several occasions to have measures taken on site which he perceived to be in the interests of improved safety. These attempts to initiate action on site were continually frustrated. If he made a direct approach to operatives, he was told they needed the authority of their own management in order to act. However, requests made to the contractor’s project manager would often not be implemented, due to the looseness of his own control over site activities.

7. Discussion

These findings confirm insights from previous ethnographic studies pertaining to knowledge and authority on site. In so doing, they constitute confirmatory evidence for the typicality of these previous studies and of the setting examined here.
New findings pertaining to knowledge and learning processes include: details of how new knowledge is acquired through trial and error; details of how knowledge is disseminated in the community of practice through instructed practice; and an insight into the ways in which competing bodies of knowledge underpin competing authority structures. New findings pertaining to relations of authority include: details of the role of elite manual workers and the informal authority they hold; details of the complexity of informal relationships of authority; insight into the ambiguous and often ineffective nature of formal authority relations. With the possible partial exception of the last point, it is difficult to see how any of these findings could be argued to have been a product of the unusual conditions of the setting. It is conceivably possible that the relaxation of usual contractual controls allowed site personnel an increased scope for confounding the efforts of the planning supervisor, but this seems to us unlikely. The 'playing for time' nature of the contest, suggests a strategy of the subordinate. At the same time, the presence of commercial constraints would simply have increased the incentive on site personnel to resist time consuming safety measures.

It has been shown how competing conceptions of knowledge and authority operate at site level to impede attempts at improving safety performance. The experiential knowledge which is valued by site personnel forms a basis for the recognition of authority on site which can bring site personnel into conflict with engineers, whose scientifically based, classroom taught knowledge sometimes stands in contradiction to it.
On the other hand, it has also been demonstrated that this knowledge and authority is itself a basis for safe practice on site, both in enabling knowledge to be disseminated through appropriate and timely instruction and in allowing operatives in risk exposed situations to control the pace of their own work.

Conclusions

The unique adequacy requirement restrains us from attempting any objective evaluation of the relative merit of these competing perspectives. From the point of view of UA studies, this is a practical matter for construction organisation personnel to resolve. The significant point to note from this perspective is that engineers will continue to stand by the scientific credentials of their own knowledge, while site operatives will be equally firm in trusting to their own hard won experience.

From the point of view of health and safety management, the critical point is that the forms of authority and knowledge discussed here can inhibit the dissemination of good safety practice:

- safety initiatives, however scientifically based, will meet significant resistance if they contradict the experiential knowledge of site operatives;
- safety initiatives that do not make use of this experiential knowledge may fail to fully address hazards;

- methods of learning on site, particularly in the development of innovative practice are inherently hazardous.

From the health and safety perspective, there is a particularly urgent need for more research into this last aspect. However, the relationship between the competing bodies of knowledge and patterns of authority identified here presents a considerable challenge to organizational learning theory more generally, with consequences that go beyond health and safety to the broader question of how organizational innovation is achieved.

From the point of view of a critical perspective on situated learning theory, the lesson is drawn that there exists an alternative to shifting the focus from participant observation to historical study, or theorising about social structure. It has been demonstrated here that ethnography carried out according to the UA requirement of methods is capable of revealing a fresh critical perspective on organizational reality and detailing the actuality of contested knowledge in practice.

The repeated concern in the literature with the absence of a proper analysis of power should be of no surprise to critical theorists. The tendency for power to be hidden is widely commented on in the literature. However, as Contu & Willmott's
(2003) own paper illustrates, such concerns can re-emerge in the course of a
detailed ethnography. Ironically, it is not Orr's (1996) ethnographic monograph
that neglects issues of power, but his shorter theoretical gloss on those findings
(Orr 1990). On the other hand, it is apparent that continued theoretical injunctions
to pay attention to 'power', 'structure', or 'macro-issues' have proved no guarantee
against the disappearance of the phenomenon in research reports. We therefore
suggest that the UA requirement of methods should be considered as a possible
and perhaps necessary corrective to the dangers of reporting bias.

Finally, in demonstrating that these issues of contested knowledge, contested
authority and organisational conflict are treatable outside of a theoretical or
historical framework, we propose an extension to the original insights of situated
learning theory. Crucially, this approach has successfully collapsed several key
distinctions in traditional learning theory, including: the active teacher vis a vis
the passive student; knowledgeable individuals vis a vis contingent organizations;
and learning processes vis a vis bodies of knowledge. Knowing is revealed in
specific detail as an active social process inextricably situated in the social
settings it inhabits. We suggest that the current study reveals the possibility of a
similar perspective on power. Actual on site outcomes arise and are indivisible
from particular contested relations of authority, which are in turn intrinsically
related to particular issues of contested knowledge. As Sharrock and Watson
(1988) have observed, if we do not make a theoretical distinction between action
and structure, we will be relieved of the theoretical task of later reconciling them.
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